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Perfect threads start with the right twist drill!
REIME NORIS - the specialist for threading tools - is expanding its product portfolio with a new
segment and will offer core hole and thread production from one source from now on.
More and more difficult tasks in the production of threads require constant further development by
both the user and the manufacturer of the tools. In order to create an optimal basis even at the
beginning of this demanding process, REIME NORIS presents its two newly developed twist drill
types NORIS DRILLREX UNI (DIN 6537 L) and NORIS DRILLREX-C UNI (DIN 6537 K with countersunk
chamfer).
These reliable solid carbide twist drills with internal coolant supply cover a wide range of applications
with their universal geometry, which increases the economic efficiency through reduced tool costs.
The perfect interaction of the proven TIBLU coating, optimised tungsten carbide substrate and
ultra-smooth flutes enables the best possible chip removal with excellent surface finishes without
hardening - the ideal basis for threading.
The portfolio is based on the common core hole dimensions for tapping and thread forming of the
thread types M, MF, UNC, UNF, MJ, and G - starting with Ø 2.8 mm to Ø 20.0 mm.
The new focus brochure NORIS DRILLREX presents these tools clearly and gives valuable tips for their
use. In addition, our team of experts is at your side for special applications.
To increase the efficiency of the drills even further, REIME NORIS also offers a regrinding service.

Picture caption:
NORIS DRILLREX UNI (left) and
NORIS DRILLREX-C UNI (right)
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For further information please contact:
REIME NORIS GmbH,
Gewindetechnologie - Threading Technology
Gugelhammerweg 11, 90537 Feucht, Germany
Tel.: +49 9128/91160, Fax: +49 9128/911610
E-Mail: noris@noris-reime.de
About the company:
The REIME NORIS GmbH, Feucht b. Nuremberg, was founded in 1915 and today concentrates on the production,
development, application technology and sales of precision threading tools such as taps, thread formers and
thread mills. In addition to the name REIME, the NORIS brand is also well known in the professional world.
Today REIME is represented in more than 40 countries by subsidiaries and specialized dealers.
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